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Charlie nodded slightly and asked him,
“What were the conditions you negotiated with that governor?”
“Did he promise you how long it would take for you to become a Dark Realm 
expert?”
Jackson said truthfully: “Mr. Wade, the condition I negotiated with the governor was
to stay with him for three years,”
“And if I performed well within three years,”
“I could be recommended to join the Warrior Den, and if I joined the Warrior Den,”
“I could break through to a Dark Realm expert within ten years.”
Charlie smiled faintly: “That’s thirteen years.”
“Right!” Jackson nodded: “It will take thirteen years at the soonest.”
Charlie looked at him and said seriously, “As long as you work for me 
wholeheartedly,”
“Within one year, I will let you enter the First level of the Dark Realm!”
“One year?!” Jackson’s eyes widened and he exclaimed, “Mr. Wade, are you 
serious?”
Charlie asked him in return, “Do you think I need to lie to you?”
Jackson said with a terrified expression, “Sorry Mr. Wade, I am not doubting you 
……”
“I just …… can’t believe that I can break through to the Dark Realm in such a short 
time… …”
Charlie looked at him, reached out his hand and pointed at Joseph, and said 
blandly,
“You are Joseph’s master, in private, he has to respect you and honor you,”
“But after you join my command, stay here and help me control this copper mine,”
“Joseph is your direct superior, listen to his command and report to him in 
everything, can you do that?”
Jackson said piously, “Mr. Wade, I will follow all your instructions!”
Charlie nodded and said to Joseph: “Joseph, Syria, and Cyprus are only two 
hundred kilometers away from the Mediterranean Sea,”
“So it’s convenient to come from the base of the Cataclysmic Front,”



“So from now on you choose a small team from the Cataclysmic Front to be based 
here,”
“To make sure that everything is under control here, and contact you in time if there
is any movement.”
Charlie and Jackson only met for the first time, so, to him, Charlie can not be 
considered trustworthy.
Just through the selflessness of himself then to Joseph in past,
To presume that this person’s nature will never be bad.
However, whether it can assume great use, but also to observe a period of time to 
know.
Therefore, it is certainly not possible for him to give all the affairs of this place to 
him alone.
For a person like Joseph who comes from a mercenary background,
This kind of relationship he can handle very well in itself.
In the military, there is always some role similar to the old squad leader,
When the new recruits, under him, taught and cared for, but as time goes by,
The old squad leader may still be the same old squad leader, but the new recruits 
of that year,
May have become a senior officer in the military, in private,
The old squad leader is the old squad leader is always worthy of respect,
But in public, subordinates are subordinates, and with other subordinates, there is 
no difference.
This situation is very common in the armies of all countries, and in the mercenaries 
as well.
So, Joseph said without thinking, “Don’t worry, Mr. Wade, your subordinate will be 
safe and proper!”
After saying that, he remembered one thing and hurriedly asked Charlie:
“Mr. Wade, I have one thing I don’t understand, I don’t know if I can ask you to 
solve the problem?”
Charlie nodded: “Go ahead.”
Joseph said, “If you take all the Cavalry guards and dead soldiers here under your 
command,”



“How can I ensure the stable operation of this place while the Warriors Den will not 
find any clues?”
Charlie smiled and did not answer his question, but said aloud,
“It’s almost time, let’s go meet those Cavalry guards first,”
“When all their problems are solved, you will know the answer to this question!”
At this moment.
More than two hundred Cavalry guards wearing copper mine uniforms,
Have arrived at the copper mine’s staff auditorium one after another.
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